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Top B2B paid advertising methods*:
Search engine marketing - 66% 
Print offline promotion - 57%
Traditional online banner ads - 55%

Print marketing*:
2.5 billion coupons were redeemed by customers
More than 10.6 million print catalogues were mailed 
DM spend is still up - 1.9% yoy since 2005

CIM Annual Report 2016/ DMA Statistics 2016

Print is Alive!



Key Topics:

• The Value of Print
• How Print Marketing Works
• The Print Marketing Sector is Not Dying
• Integrated Print and Digital Marketing



Neuroscience



Direct Mail Digital

Postcard Email on laptop
Mailer Email on smartphone
Envelope Display ad on laptop
Mailer with sound Display ad on smartphone



Positive Motivation

A high motivation score 
indicates:

-propensity to notice an item 
among its competitors

-seek out more information

-showing a stronger emotional 
response  

-or ultimately to making a 
purchase.

+23%

Print Marketing delivers significantly stronger Engagement Motivation 
than Digital Marketing and the All Advertising benchmark. 

:Canada Mail: A BIAS  FOR ACTION: The neuroscience behind the response-driving power of direct mail.



Motivation to Act v’s Effort Required

The 30-49 age group have the strongest Motivation vs Effort score, 
meaning Print Marketing likely to be most effective for this age group.  

Canada Mail: A BIAS  FOR ACTION: The neuroscience behind the response-driving power of  direct mail.
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Brand Recall

+35%
Brand Brand

Name recall for those brands seen on high-
quality paper highest by a factor of 3:1.

Study 1: One Week Brand Recall. Study 2: One Week  Names Brand Recall.

Print Marketing delivers significant Brand Recall. 
1:Canada Mail: A BIAS  FOR ACTION: The neuroscience behind the response-driving power of direct mail.  
2:Davenport + Eagleman,2015:

% Correctly Recalling Brands

+200% 



Trust

Print Marketing formats rank amongst most 
trusted marketing channels 

MarketingSherpa: 2016 .



Communication Value

Print Marketing is perceived to be an important marketing channel 
by consumers.  

Forms of Advertising consumers would MISS by Market Sector.

% Consumers agreeing they would miss this marketing channel for: 

DMA: From Letterbox  to Inbox



Short Term Sales Response

.

Print Marketing is the 2nd most effective  medium  for 
delivering short-term sales response.

Ebiquity: Re-evaluating 
Media,2017



Re-cap: Value of Print

• Higher motivation to act 
• Delivers higher brand recall
• Trust when making a purchase
• Consumers would miss it
• Drives short term sales



Key Topics:

• The Value of Print
• How Print Marketing Works
• The Print Marketing Sector is Not Dying
• Integrated Print and Digital Marketing



“Some of the most impactful pieces of marketing these days 
are the ones that are physical and keepable. That’s what 

stands out, simply because so much is digital.”

Tim Lindsay: CEO, D&AD



Physical & Keepable

.



Touchability

.

Brain (Neural Processes)
Touch triggers deep neural 
processes in brain areas 

responsible for 
Positive Emotion,  Memory, 

Building Knowledge.  

Skin (Haptics = The Science of 
Touch) 

Touching an object (or even imagining 
touching it) triggers a sense of 
ownership. This is called the 

Endowment Effect.  

Eyes
Heightened Arousal, Longer 
Time Processing, Stronger 

Attention.  



Paper’s Physicality

.

Paper makes content more intuitively navigable.

Paper produces  better mental “mapping” of information; when 
reading on paper we make internal “maps” of the whole page (this 
doesn’t happen with digital).

Reading on paper drains fewer of our cognitive resources, making 
retention a little easier. We show deeper interest when we read on 
paper. We remember more.

Reading on Digital is purposeful and utilitarian. 
Reading on Paper instils Knowledge, on Digital, Information. 

Sappi, The Neuroscience of Touch / Scientific  America: The Reading Brain in the Digital Age: The Science of Paper versus Screens



Touchability – The Science of Haptics

.

Dr.David Eagleman, Neuroscientist

https://youtu.be/uyA1fiGSjSI

https://youtu.be/uyA1fiGSjSI


Paper’s Keepability

.

Printed Marketing is Displayed (the “Mantelpiece” factor) 
39% say they have a dedicated display area in their home where they put 
their direct mail. 

Printed Marketing is Shared
An average of 23% of all printed direct mail and door drops is shared 
between people in a household. 

Printed Marketing Persists (the “Linger” factor)  
Mail is kept in a household on average for 17 days for direct mail, and 38 
days  for door drops. 

This means a single piece of printed marketing in the home delivers 
multiple opportunities to be seen. On average DM is revisited 4.2x  

The Royal Mail: The Private Life of Mail



Advertising Engagement by Media

.



Advertising Engagement: Attentiveness & Action

.



The Price of Active Engagement*

.



Key Topics:

• The Value of Print
• How Print Marketing Works
• The Print Marketing Sector is Not Dying
• Integrated Print and Digital Marketing.



Print Marketing Trends – Direct Mail

“Direct mail has been quietly and efficiently 
reinventing itself, and carving out a new role 

within the modern media landscape” 
Mike Colling, CEO MC+C limited 

UK:  £ Media Spend + 0.9% 
2016 vs. 20171

UK:  £ Media Spend + 7% 
2016 vs. 20162

Door DropsDirect Mail

1. Advertising Association/WARC
2.DMA: The Door Drop Report 2017



• The Value of Print
• How Print Marketing Works
• The Print Marketing Sector is Not Dying 
• Integrated Print and Digital Marketing

Key Topics:



An Ad Sales effectiveness study showed:

Print Marketing delivering a 6% campaign response rate

An integrated Print and Digital (email, social) a total  8.7% 
+45% media-multiplier uplift.1

Customers spend 25% more when businesses use a combination 
of print mail and digital mail marketing.2

1. Infotrends 
2. www.marketingprofs.com

Integrate Print & Digital

http://www.marketingprofs.com


Consumers like to feel & interact with printed brochures.  Use it as an 
anchor.

Boost its effectiveness. Activitate other consumer touch points 
e.g.email, social & telemarketing. 

Combine print, social & in-store.  Competition mechanic to drive to on-
line, gain followers, contact details, insights etc

QR Codes & Personalised URLS. Gain actionable insights & 
understand how consumers interact with your print.  Driver to online 
channels.

Ways to Integrate Print & Digital



The Digital Giants are doing it… 



“In a connected world brands need both 
interaction and action.

Perhaps, then, the secret to smarter marketing 
lies at the cross-roads of physical and digital media.

Fusing the two allows marketers to capitalize on the best 
of both interaction and action to drive customer 

relationships and sales.” 
Canada Mail: Neurroscience Paper study



Our Work
&

Why it works

Donna Doodson
Online Brand Manager, Culture Calling North



Key Topics:

• Context - local marketing and why it works
• Audience - targeting the right consumer group
• Design – tips to create the best impression
• Client cases



Key Topics:

• Context - local marketing & why it works
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• Client cases



What does print marketing give you in 
practice?

Control Parameters



• Specified drive times of the venue/event
• Local businesses, organisations and amenities
• Local audience interests

Local Marketing:



Key Topics:

• Context - local marketing & why it works
• Audience - targeting the right consumer group
• Design – tips to create the best impression
• Client cases



Targeting the right consumer:

How we work for you...
• Audience mapping
• Networks
• Specials
• Door to Door
• Digital
• Events



Key Topics:

• Context - local marketing & why it works
• Audience - targeting the right consumer group
• Design – tips to create the best impression
• Client cases







Design Top-Tips:

• Find out how your print is being displayed
• Brief your designer
• Choose appropriate stock/weights
• Adjust sizing
• Be concise with initial information
• Think about the next stage for the viewer and the 

physicality



Key Topics:

• Context - local marketing & why it works
• Audience - targeting the right consumer group
• Design – tips to create the best impression
• Client cases



Wild Worlds Chester Zoo



RNCM - Perfecting a Season



Additional Resources

Oldham Coliseum Case Study
The Globe Theatre Hash Tag Event Case Study
The Wallace Collection Case Study

http://www.culturecalling.co.uk/2017/09/08/oldham-coliseum-case-study/
https://theaudienceagency-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/donna_doodson_theaudienceagency_org/EbiOCoq7zdZHhZIykWnW9iQBXaw9oeX20cx8NQetrZfV6Q?e=31hwWR
https://theaudienceagency-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/donna_doodson_theaudienceagency_org/Ece8S7q-dc1DrOgyJYMDt4MBb49LvDLg5fLtPeqkhynphQ?e=b2LQCZ


Thank you! 


